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Tying Freight Needs to Industry

Economic Considerations in Freight Planning

Freight transportation enables economic activity by facilitating the movement of industry 

inputs and outputs.  It generates demand and justification for transportation investments.  

For that reason, it is critical that 

transportation planners both anticipate 

freight investment needs and show 

the economic stakes associated with 

transportation system investment 

decisions. 

TREDIS addresses this issue by 

showing the connection between 

economic growth and changes in 

transportation system performance.
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Detailed modelling and analysis allows the user to focus on the volume of freight movements 

at a local corridor level and identify both the commodity mix and local industries that are 

dependent on those freight flows.

Insights gained from linking freight to the economy allow you to: 

• Make informed decisions in the context of prioritization and project selection.  

• Communicate findings to decision-makers and stakeholders. 
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TREDIS enables you to: 

Define a highway, rail, air, or marine project and then:

• Profile affected freight flows and associated economic activities dependent on the project

• Assess the economic importance of the project

• Identify industries and supply chain elements that will benefit from the project

• Calculate expected benefit-cost and economic impact results from the project

• Use this information to assess implications for project priorities and selection

Define a region or corridor and then:

• Profile the area’s pattern of freight flows 

• Assess the supply chain roles of those freight flows

• Identify the area’s economic dependencies on those supply chain roles

• Calculate how emerging economic trends will change future freight flows and investment 

needs


